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EXAMINATION SBCTION
Academic Year 2022-23

Vivekanand College continued its commitment to leveraging IT technology for the

enhancement of educational processes and examination refotms. In response to the evolving

educational landscape, tlie following highlights showcase the strides made in IT integration

and examination practices:

Examination Mode: In the academic year 2022-23, the college conducted all regular

examinations in the traditional offline mode. However, recognizing the need for adaptability,

select SEC (Skill Enhancement Course), Democracy, Election and Good Governance

(DEGG), Travel & Tourism, Compulsory Civic Course (CCC) - Constitution of India and

Environment Science papers were conducted in an proctored online mode. This blended

approach allowed for flexibility and catered to the diverse needs of sfudents.

Structured Network System: Building on the foundation laid in the previous academic year,

the college successfully installed a comprehensive structured network system covering the

entire campus. This system ensures a uniform and reliable internet speed across all nodes,

facilitating seamless access to online resources and supporling various IT initiatives.

Paper Setting Web Module: A significant milestone in IT integration was the development

of a paper setting web module by the Computer Science department. This module streamlines

the paper-setting process and is set to be implemented starting with the December 2023

examinations. The integration of this module aims to enhance efficiency, reduce manual

errors, and ensure standardization in question i,;per creatron.

Onscreen Evaluation System: In the academic year 2022-23, the college is committed to

bringing onscreen evaluation to fruition for select professional courses. To support this

initiative, the necessary tools (like cutter and Software) for onscreen evaluation have been

procured and a comprehensive testing process will be conducted.

Communication Channels: The college continued its effective use of various

communication channels, including social media platforms such as Telegram, WhatsApp,



Instagram, and the college website. These channels were utilized to disseminate information

related to examination processes, form filling, fee payments and other relevant updates. This

proactive communication strategy ensured that students were well-informed and prepared for

all aspects of the examination cycle.

The academic year 2022-23 has been marked by a strategic blend of traditional and onljne

examination modes, a robust network infrastructure, the development of a paper setting web

module and the ongoing efforls towards onscreen evaluation. These initiatives collectively

contribute to the college's commitment to embracing technological advancements and

ensuring a seamless examination experience for all stakeholders.
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